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ABSTRACTION- Using a specialized query language on highly structured and optimized data structures, all processing happens after the information has been loaded into the stores to the traditional relational database[3] world. Across many machines with the computation spread, with intermediate results being passed between stages as files. Instead create a pipeline that reads and writes to arbitrary file formats, this is the Google approach, and adopted by many web companies. Typically based around the Map-Reduce[1] approach to distributing work, this approach requires a whole new set of tools, which I’ll describe below.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 is showing, the map and reduce combinatory concept in functional programming languages such as Lisp of the Map Reduce model. In Lisp, a map takes as a sequence of values and input a function. It applies the function to each value in the sequence. All the elements of a sequence using a binary operation combines in reduce. In 2004 Google introduced the Map Reduce framework to support distributed processing on large data sets distributed over clusters of computers. Currently it is an integral[3] part of the Hadoop ecosystem, but it was implemented by many software platforms. Map Reduce was introduced and specifically designed to run on commodity hardware and to solve large-data computational problems. The input data sets, based on divide-and-conquer[4] principles, these are split into independent chunks, which are processed by the mappers in parallel.

Fig -1: Mappers and reducers functionality.

Fig -2: Map Reduce Process.

Based on the user-supplied code, to provide the overall coordination of execution is the responsibility of the Map Reduce framework. This includes choosing appropriate machines (nodes) for running mappers; choosing appropriate locations for the reducer's execution; starting and monitoring[2] the mappers execution; sorting[3] and shuffling output of mappers and delivering the output to reducer nodes; and starting and monitoring the reducer's execution.

2. FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS

MapReduce programs are designed in a parallel fashion to compute large volumes of data. Across a large number of machines, this requires dividing the workload. If the components[1] were allowed to share data arbitrarily, this model would not scale to large clusters (hundreds or
thousands of nodes). To keep the data on the nodes synchronized at all times would prevent the system from performing reliably or efficiently at large scale required for the communication overhead.

MapReduce are immutable for all data elements, meaning that they cannot be updated. It does not get reflected back in the input files, if in a mapping task you change an input (key, value) pair; communication occurs only by generating new output (key, value) pairs which are then forwarded by the Hadoop system into the next phase of execution.

MapReduce programs are chunking up the input data, meaning that the code ran, your code on each chunk, passing any results either on to further processing stages or to the final output location, writing debugging information on each job's progress, and performing the sort that occurs between the map and reduce stages and sending each chunk of that sorted data to the right machine, among other things.

**Hive:** Hive can program Hadoop jobs using SQL. Hadoop's focus on the latency may mean that even simple jobs take minutes to complete and large scale processing so it's not a substitute for a real-time transactional database.

**Pig:** The Apache Pig is a procedural data processing language designed for Hadoop, a series of steps to perform on the data and closer to scripting language, but with a specialized set of functions that helps with common data processing problems.

**Cascading:** Building explicitly out of Map-Reduce steps feeding into one another, call a Java API, connecting objects that represent the operations you want to perform into a graph. The system takes that definition, does some checking and planning, and executes it on your Hadoop cluster. There are a lot of built-in objects for common operations like grouping, sorting, and joining as well as write your own objects to run custom processing code.

**Cascalog:** Cascalog is a functional data processing interface written for Closure. Influenced by the old Datalog language and built on top of the Cascading framework and processing code at a high level of abstraction while the system takes care of assembling it into a Hadoop job.

**Mrjob:** Mrjob is a framework to write the code for transparently run it either locally, on Elastic Map Reduce, or on your own Hadoop cluster or processing the data.

**Caffeine:** From reports and company comments, MapReduce paradigm appears that Google is using a new version of the Google File System that supports smaller files and distributed masters. The company has moved away from the batch processing approach to building its search index, instead using a dynamic database approach to make updating faster.

**S4:** Initially Yahoo! has created the S4 system to make decisions about choosing and positioning ads, but the company open sourced it after finding it useful for processing arbitrary streams of events. Using the ZooKeeper framework, S4 is to handle unbounded streams of events, and runs it distributed across a cluster of machines to handle the housekeeping details.

**MapR:** MapR is a Hadoop commercial distribution aimed at enterprises. MapR includes its own file systems that are a replacement for HDFS, along with other tweaks to the framework, like distributed name nodes for improved reliability.

**Oozie:** Oozie supports a more complex language for describing job flows, allowing you to make runtime decisions
about exactly which steps to perform, all described in XML files. There's also an API that you can use to build your own extensions to the system's functionality. **Greenplum:** The Greenplum system offers an interesting way of combining a flexible query language with distributed performance for NoSQL databases[3]. The Postgres open source database, it adds in a distributed architecture to run on a cluster of multiple machines, while retaining the standard SQL interface.

4. CONCLUSIONS

At the heart of the Hadoop system, this module described as the MapReduce execution platform exists. A high degree of parallelism can be achieved by applications using by Map Reduce. The MapReduce framework provides a high degree of fault tolerance for applications running on it by limiting the communication which can occur between requiring applications and nodes to be written in a "dataflow-centric" manner.
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